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Ansrn,q,ct

another complex arsenosilicate'

Il,rrnooucrroN

Mcgovernite is a complex arsenosil icate occurring in the zinc deposits

at Sterling Hil l, New Jersey. Well crystall ized material occurs in slightly

deformedr mica-like "books" and in coarse granular masses' The mineral

is britt le with a very perfect micaceous cleavage. Nearly perfect crystals

have a deep red-brown, somewhat bronzy color, while masses have a

pearly appearance and a l ight brown color. The specimens examined

*... -tr.ri*ial positive with a barely detectable birefringence, and had

n " : 1 . 7 6 1 + . 0 0 2 .
The mineral was first reported by Palache and Bauer (1927) who were

not able to determine a simple and satisfactory formula. The simplest

empirical expression representing the results of their analysis was

21(Mn, Mg, Zn)O'3SiOz' |As2O3'As2O5'  10H2O'

This formula and the physical properties of the material indicated that it

might  be re lated to d ixeni te,  21(Mn, Ca,  Fe)O'45iQr '4AszOs'sH'O

lniint, 1920), and also more remotely related to the friedelite-schallerite

g roup  (Baue r  and  Be rman .  1928 ) .

Pnppen.q.troN oF CRYSTALS

breaking, rather than twinning or plastic deformation. In sorhe cases,

interference fringes were visible along the partially cleaved surfaces.
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938 BERNHARDT J. WUENSCH

After considerable difficulty, single-crystal fragments were obtained from
extremely thin cleavage plates which could be broken to appropriate size
with application of only very slight pressure.

X-Rlv Ex.qMrNlrrox

Since the basal cleavage plane was the only morphorogicar feature of
aid in orienting the crystals, a c-axis rotation photograph was first ob-
tained. This pattern indicated a (001) spacing which was so enormous
that it would prove impossible to resolve the various l levels with the
layer-line screens required in any moving-film method. The unit cell and
space group were consequently determined with the oscil lation method.
Although this technique is not as powerful as the moving-film methods
(Buerger, t942a), it was nevertheless possible to unambiguously index all
reflections and to determine the unit cell and space group of the crystal.

Five 20o oscil lation photographs were obtained at 20" intervals to
determine the symmetry along the c axis. MoKa radiation was used in
order to obtain a large number of values of h and. fr. These photographs
indicated diffraction symmetry 3m and exhibited rhombohedral and c-
glide space-group extinctions. Different photographs are obtained when
the oscil lation range is centered about each of two neighboring symmetry
planes in a rhombohedral lattice. By comparing the observed I values
with those predicted for each of these cases, it was possible to identify the
oscillation range. This permitted indexing of all reflections on the films
exhibiting the plane of symmetry of the Laue group. within certain nar-
row limits, this indexing fixed the orientation of the crystal about c with
respect to the c-ray beam, so that the remaining fi lms in the set of oscil la-
tion photographs could be indexed.

An approximate value of a was graphically determined in the normal
fashion (Buerger, 1942b) from f values measured with the aid of a Bernal
chart; c was computed from measurements made on a c-axis rotation
photograph which was taken with FeKa radiation to increase the separa-
tion of the closely spaced I levels. The unit-cell dimensions, as improved
from measurements on precession photographs, were:

ReJerred to hexagonal, a*es

a :  8 . 2 2 + 0  0 2  A

ReJerred, to rhombohed,ral axes

a : 6 8 . 7 + 0 . 3 4
c : 2 0 5 . 5  + 1

space group R3c or R32/ca:6"52'

The Lwo possibil i t ies for the space group difier only by a center of sym_
metry and therefore cannot be distinguished by tr-ray measurements. A
test for piezoelectricity was made with an apparatus similar to that de-
scribed by Stokes (1947) and yielded negative results. This test does not
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entirely eliminate the acentric possibil i ty, but does lend support to

R32lc as the most probable space group.

Within the l imits imposed by the extreme size of the cell, i t was desired

to obtain a direct record of the reciprocal lattice. Reflections recorded in

this fashion are more readily examined for possibilities of twinning and

evidences of substructures. Figure 1 gives a c-axis MoKa precession

photograph adjusted for zero-level geometry. The hexagonal nature of

the lattice is clear in this photograph, but, since the separation of neigh-

boring levels is very small, the upper levels could not be eliminated by

the layer-line screen. These levels were also recorded along with the zeto

level. This record is therefore a projection of a small sl ice of the reciprocal

Iattice onto the zero level and thus has a falsely high symmetry' The

various levels were also not resolved on, cone-axis photographs, but ap-

peared as nearly continuous smears of coherent radiation.

Figure 2 shows a zero-level MoKa precession photograph taken about

t11.0]. The reflections on this photograph have indices ol the lorm hil"l;

the space group allows such reflections to be present only if I is even. It is

interesting to note that reflections up to l:246 are observable on this

fi lm. Figure 3 shows an upper-levei precession photograph taken about

[11 '0] giving general reflections having extinctions due only to the rhom-

bohedral lattice.

TwrNNrNc AND PoLYTYPTSM

Large cells are suspect since they may have been determined from

twinned crystals of material having a smaller cell (Buerger, 1954)' No

"strange" extinctions were observed in the present study' however' No

twinning model based on a smaller cell could be devised to give the ob-

served patterns.
For materials exhibit ing a basal cleavage, celis with large spacings are

also good candidates for stacking polytypes. Although there is no evi-

dence for a substructure in the photographs of Figs. 2 and3, several sam-

ples from all specimens of mcgovernite available from the Harvard col-

lection* were examined for polytypism. Cleavage flakes, usually imper-

fect, were optically aligned with their c axes parallel to the spindle of a

precession apparatus, and a precession photograph of each was taken

about a random direction in the (00'1) plane. By this procedure only

00'l reflections were recorded, but these were a sufficient check on the

length of c. This method eliminated the time-consuming necessity of

orienting the flakes and a search for highly perfect cleavage flakes.

Although the specimens differed widely in physical appearance and

+ Harvard catalog Numbers 90380, 104668, 104674, 105531 (used for the unit cell and

space group determination), 105532, 105533 and 105534'
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Frc. 1. Precession photograph of mcgovernite, c-axis, with settings for zero-level
geometry. MoKa, 35 kv, 15 ma, 68 hours, p: 2go. It was not possible to eliminate ail neigh_
boring levels with the layer-line screen. 'I'he 

record is therefore essentially a thin slice of the
reciprocal lattice projected parallel to cx.

_ _ 
Frc. 2. Precession photograph of mcgovernite, [11.0] axis, zero level. MoKa, 35 kv,

15 ma, 59 hours,p:!g'. Reflections are all of special type hlt.r and, exhibit bothrhombo-
hedral and u-giide extinctions.
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grain size, no polytypes or further evidences for twinning were dis-

covered.

CuBurcar- Fonuur-a

Because of the large variety of atomic species present, including the

unusual occurrence of arsenic in two oxidation states, Palache and Bauer

could assign no satisfactory formula to the mineral. Knowledge of the

unit-cell dimensions now permits computation of the numbers of each

type of atom in the unit ceil, but because of the large cell volume the

numbers tend to be large and subject to considerable uncertainty. The

determination of a formula is therefore sti l l  somewhat arbitrary'

The triple hexagorial unit celi has a volume of 12,000 A3, which, when

combined with an experimental density of 3.719 gt'f cmJ, results in a

molecular weight per cell of 26,900. In Tabie 1 this is divided among the

various atoms on the basis of Palache and Bauer's analysis. This leads to

an empirical content for the primitive rhombohedral cell of

Mnsr.rMgzs 1Z;n11 3Fe1rAsl.lAsi.5?Sirr :orsr sHao e

Space group n3Z/c, when referred to rhombohedral axes, has 12-,6-, and

4-fold equipoints with at least one variable parameter, one symmetry-

fixed 6-fold, and two symmetry-fixed 2-fold equipoints' Space group

R3c has only 6-fold and 2-fold equipoints with variable parameters. After

possibil i t ies for substitution have been taken into account, the number of

atoms contained in the cell must correspond to multiples of the multi-

Component

sio:
MnO
FeO
Mso
ZnO
AszOs
AssOs
HzO

Weight
fraction

Palache
and Bauer,

1927)

Molecules per
hexagonal cell.

(uo"'T#:
xmol wt./cer)

Metal Oxygen

60.09
70 94
7 1 . 8 5
q . 3 2

81 .38
r97 .82
229.82
1 8 . 0 1 6

.00892

.4272

.0153

.1127

.1022

.0445

.1248

.0849

14.8(10)-4
60.2
2 . 1

2 8 . 0
1 2 . 6
2 2
. ) 4

3 9 9
1 6 2 . 2

5 7

3 4 . 0
5 9

14.6
t26 9

3 9 9
t 6 2 . 2

5 . 7
/  J . +

34.0
tr.9
29.r

253 8

7 9 . 8
162.2

5 . 7
7 5 . 4
3 4 . 0
1 7  . 8
7 2 . 8

1 2 6 . 9

Tanrp 1. Cnnurcar, Colrposrrrom ol MccovnpNltl

!: t.ooos l:st+.0
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Frc. 3. Precession photograph of mcgovernite, [11.0] axis, first level. MoKa, 35 kv,
1'5 ma, 64 hours, /?:20". Reflections are general ancl exhibit only extinctions due to the
rhombohedral lattice.

plicit ies of the available equipoints. Although the correct space group is
not definitely established, the number of atoms must sti l i  be multiples
only of 6 and 2.

No further analyses of mcgovernite are availabre, so it is not known to
what extent there is substitution present among the metal atoms. rt may
be noted, however, that, with the exception of the small amount of iron,
all metals are present in near-multiples of 6. Hydrogen is arbitrarily as-
signed to hydroxyl radicals. Hey (1956) has shown that, in the chemically
similar friedelite family, As does not substitute for Si and that As radicals
do not substitute for oH. Accordingly, it is assumed that the As present
is not in substitution with another species. with these assumptions, the
rhombohedral cell contents may be written as

6 Mne sMgn 2(zn,Fe)2 rAsl'A5jur_*51, zOrz a(oH)rr.r

with r:.66. This suggests as an ideal formula for the As+5 end member
of the series:

MneMgaZnzAsltSirOr, (oH) rn

More analyses are necessary before the exact nature of the substitutions
and formula are established.
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Rnr-erroN ro DrxpNrto

The unit cell dimensions determined for mcgovernite show a remark-

able relation to those reported by Wickman (1950) for dixenite't

Di,renite (Ld.ngban, Swed'en) 8'22 A 37 .M: 2Y-l8'72 L

Mcgorernite (Stert'ing HilII,, Naa lersey) 8.22 205'5 :f 1X18'68

The empirical rhombohedral unit-cell contents for dixenite, scaled by a

factor of l l /2 to permit direct comparison with those of mcgovernite' are

as f  o l lows:

Dixenite (y-lt/2):

x,Inf,1 uMg',c"I?r"I',cu, Asr+r1rP rsiu uOrzo aHrr z

l,l,'rr*olrlrof*1rltg , cul?r'e*lca zNa +K n Asr*r1, Sie 3 orTe sHrz e

Mcgovernite:

Mro*rl rMgrr r Znr, rFel', .q.It,c.f.trslr, :orrr rHsr o

The cell contents for dixenite are based on analyses given by Mauzelius

(Wickman, 1950) and Johansson (Wickman, 1951), respectively' The

latter analysis is the more reliable and, furthermore, was determined

from the material used for the measurement of the lattice constants given

above.
'In 

order to deduce an ideal formula for dixenite, it was necessary for

Wickman to assume different valence states for some of the metal atoms.

The two results for dixenite may then be expressed:

(Mn+', r'e+', c.,*), rA.i*1si, As+u) ro:; (oH) z

1Mn+" Ire+t, cu*" As+";ro(Si, As+;)ro:c(oH)0,

respectively. Mcgovernite may be written:

(Mn+', Mg, Zn)ruAs 
tsirorr(oH)rn.

I t  may be seen that there is a strong similari ty between the unit cel l

contents of the two minerals, although the numbers of atoms contained

in the cel ls are not quite in the same rat io as the lengths of their c axes.

between the formulae.

t The cell dimensions for clirenite, reported in kX units, have been converted to -4.
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Drscussrow

Referred to hexagonal axes, mcgovernite has the largest cell edge yet
discovered as a basic translation in an inorganic material. It is true that
a few larger cells have been reported, but only as members of a set of
polytypes of certain crystals. fn such instances the large period is due to
a curious compounding of a simpler period and is not a fundamental
characteristic of the structure. For example, Honjo et al. (1950) have dis-
covered a SiC modification, type 594R, with c approximately equal to
1s00 A.

The formula determined above suggests that, in spite of its perfect
basal cleavage, mcgovernite is not a phyllosil icate. 'Ihe lack of evidence
in the diffraction patterns for a substructure equal to a submultiple of c,
the britt le nature of the cleavage flakes, the negligible birefringence (in-
dicating the absence of more loosely bound electrons perpendicular to the
sheets), and the absence of polytypes despite the large cell size, all con-
firm the unlikelihood of a mica-like sheet structure.

Despite the diff iculties encountered when a unit cell contains a large
number of atoms, some progress has been made in a crystal-structure
analysis of the two minerals.
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